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We describe a fast algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves dened over nite elds of
small characteristic, following Satoh. Our main contribution is an extension to characteristics
two and three. We give a detailed description with the optimisations necessary for an ecient
implementation. Finally we give the number of points we have computed on a \random" curve
dened over the eld F
q




1.1 A short history of point counting
The rst polynomial-time algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves over nite elds was
described by Schoof in [Sch85]. The basic idea was to nd the cardinality, modulo suciently
many small primes ` using the `{torsion points and then to recover the exact result using the
Chinese Remainder Theorem. To compute with `{torsion points, Schoof suggested doing polynomial
arithmetic modulo the `{division polynomials.
The time required for point-counting over F
q
with Schoof's algorithm is O(log
5+"
q) with asymp-
totically fast algorithms for arithmetic (or O(log
8
q) with nave arithmetic).
To reduce the run-time, in large characteristic, Elkies [Elk98] and Atkin [Atk92] proposed
replacing the `{division polynomials with lower degree ones found using the factorization of modular
polynomials. In this way they reduced the degree from O(`
2
) to O(`) yielding the so-called SEA






Further work by Morain [Mor95a], Muller [Mul95], Dewaghe [Dew98] and others led to more
ecient implementations of SEA. Morain carried out actual computations for q as large as 10
499
+
153 [Mor95b]. Couveignes extended SEA to work in small characteristic [Cou94], [Cou96] and
Lercier gave some improvements specic to characteristic two [Ler97], [JL]. Vercauteren reached
q = 2
1999
with an optimized implementation of these ideas [Ver99].
1.2 Satoh's algorithm





small xed characteristic p  5 and suggested that it could be extended to characteristics 2 and 3.
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First of all the curve given over F
q
, where q = p
d









as the p{adic integers Z
p
are to the prime eld
F
p
. More precisely, Z
q
is the unique (unramied) discrete valuation ring having residue eld F
q
.





using the modular polynomial 
p
. A direct implementation based on this result
would be slow due to computations of the (rather complicated) Frobenius in Z
q
.
Satoh devised a much more ecient algorithm based on the following insight: rather than lifting
j up to J in isolation, it is faster to lift j along with all its conjugates j
i
simultaneously. Indeed






) = 0 for 0  i < d yields an algebraic system over Z
q
without
Frobenius, which can be solved quickly by a multi-variate Newton iteration.
The rst stage is thus to compute all the J
i
's to p{adic precision O(p
n




each i we nd a curve dened over Z
q
that has j{invariant J
i
. This is done with ordinary Newton
iterations to nd its coecients to sucient precision. Then for each curve, we compute the kernel
of the dual isogeny of the Frobenius with a generalized Newton iteration.




of a certain coecient.
The square of each of the conjugates of the coecient can be computed using Velu's formulae. To
nish, we compute the product of these conjugates and take its square root, yielding the trace c of
Frobenius (except for its sign, which can easily be determined).
Since jcj  2
p
q, the number of points q + 1   c can be determined exactly by working to
sucient precision.
1.3 Overview of the paper
The rst purpose of the present paper is to describe the algorithm for p  5 due to Satoh, with the
details necessary for an ecient implementation, in an easy to understand fashion. We make the
algorithm eective and apply some improvements.
An important part of our contribution is to extend Satoh's method to an algorithm for char-
acteristics p = 2 and p = 3. The extension to p = 3 is relatively straightforward, whereas the
p = 2 case introduces some diculties not present in odd characteristic. We also describe how to
minimise the constant factor in the O(d
3
log p) memory required by these algorithms.
Finally we present actual timings and in particular result we have computed for q = 2
8009
using
an asymptotically fast implementation.
2 Local rings









Z. This projection is a ring homomorphism. One
can give a formal denition of p{adic integers as follows.




; : : : ; x
n











for n  1. The ring of p{adic integers is denoted by Z
p
.
The sum and the product in Z
p
are dened coordinate-wise in the natural way. Note that Z
p
is a discrete valuation ring. Its only non-zero prime ideal is pZ
p








We extend the denition of 
n









is known, one can recover x
k
for k < n easily by projection down to Z=p
k
Z. We set  = 
1
.




The invertible elements of Z
p
are those not in pZ
p
i.e., those with (x) 6= 0. For further details
on p{adic integers, see [Ser70, Chapter II].
2.2 The ring Z
q
Let q = p
d
with p prime. Let f(t) be a monic polynomial in Z
p
[t] of degree d such that the
polynomial (f) obtained by projecting the coecients is irreducible in F
p
[t].




[t] modulo (the ideal generated by) f(t).























































An element a of Z
q








. The sum and
the product in Z
q













is an unramied discrete valuation ring. Its only non-zero prime ideal is pZ
q




is (isomorphic to) F
q
. In fact these conditions characterize Z
q
. In
particular it is isomorphic to the ring W (F
q
) of Witt vectors; the representation as Witt vectors is
used in the theory below but we found it inconvenient for actual computation.
We extend the denitions of 
n
and  to Z
q
in the natural way. Note that  can be considered
as projecting to F
q
. In the following we will use the notation \ mod p
n
" to indicate that a given




. The invertible elements of Z
q
are those with (x) 6= 0. For
further details, see [Ser68, Chapters I and II].
2.3 Little Frobenius of Z
q
The starting point is the well-known p-th power Frobenius action on the eld F
q
.
Denition 2.3 The little Frobenius on F
q
is the eld automorphism  : x 7! x
p




In order to dene the little Frobenius  lifted to Z
q
, we rst need to give some denitions. We
remark that although  can be computed as indicated here, doing so is rather slow in practice.
3
Satoh's algorithm (and our improvements of it) go out of their way to avoid computing  completely
and as a result the reader can skip this subsection on a rst reading.




which respects the multiplicative
structure.




dened by: !(0) = 0 and for x
non-zero, !(x) is the unique (q   1)-th root of unity in Z
q
such that (!(x)) = x.
The choice of name here is motivated by similarity with the Teichmuller character from p{adic
analysis. Note that the Teichmuller lift can be computed using a Newton iteration based on the
function f(x) = x
q 1
  1.
Next we dene a decomposition of elements of Z
q
which is close to the usual representation of
Witt vectors
1
. See Chapter II of [Ser68] for details on Witt vectors.
Denition 2.5 The semi-Witt decomposition of x 2 Z
q




























) and so on.




. Naturally it satises () = 
where  is the little Frobenius on F
q
; however  is not a simple powering like .









































For the purpose of computation one considers p{adic integers to some working precision, say n.
That is to say one represents a 2 Z
p




Z and the ring operations are
carried out modulo p
n
.
The inverse of an invertible a 2 Z
p
can be computed by the simple Newton iteration x  
x  x(ax 1), initialized with the inverse 1=(a) taken in F
p
.

















)). The space required is s = O(nd log p) and the time for addition
or subtraction of two elements is O(s). The polynomial f(t) can be chosen to be sparse and with
simple coecients, so that the reduction modulo f(t) costs only a few additions and subtractions.
Multiplication using nave arithmetic would take O(s
2
) whereas using Karatsuba's algorithm, in
both the p{adic dimension and in the polynomial dimension, reduces it to O(s
log 3= log 2
).
One may also use fast multiplication algorithms. An asymptotically good method is to pack
the coecients into a single large integer and then use a fast algorithm for integer multiplication.




de bits, so that the
coecients of the product polynomial can be recovered from elds in the integer product. Arith-
metic with precision less than O(log d) takes negligible time so we can assume that the size ` of the
resulting integers is (nd log p). The fastest algorithm for multiplying large integers is Schonhage's
using Fast Fourier Transforms modulo Fermat numbers [SS71] in time O(` log ` log log `) for ` bits.
1
The dierence is simply that for Witt vectors, the coordinates x
i






In the following n = O(d) and hence multiplication can be done in time O(nd log d log log d), for
xed p. Note that when n = (d) the same complexity can be attained, with better constant
factors, by doing the FFT's directly on the polynomial representation. We found this approach to
be the fastest in practice.
As before, the inverse of an invertible a can be obtained by a simple Newton iteration initial-
ized with 1=(a). By varying the precision as described in the next section, division takes time
proportional to multiplication.
2.5 Newton iteration
Several algorithms that are described in the present paper are based on Newton iteration. Therefore,
we present it here.
Let R be an arbitrary p{adic ring. The following Newton iteration allows us to improve an
approximate root of a polynomial. Given a good approximation to a root we can eciently compute
a better approximation, with approximately twice the precision.
It will be necessary to be quite careful about what we mean by \precision" throughout. We
write p
k
jx when x  0 mod p
k
. In such a case p
 k
x is in R. We write p
k





- x. In such a case p
 k
x is invertible.




(x) and assume p
n+k
j f(x) for some n > k.
Under such conditions we will say that x is an approximate root of f known to precision n, in the
sense that there exists an exact root y in R with x  y mod p
n
.
We rst prove a lemma showing how a Newton iteration improves a root known to precision n
into one known to precision 2n  k.





(x) and assume p
n+k



















Proof : It is clear that p
n
j so that y  x mod p
n
















Finally since y  x mod p
n
















Repeated application of this lemma gives rise to an algorithm to compute a root of a polynomial
to any desired precision, from a suciently precise initial root.
Procedure NewtonIterations
Inputs:
 A desired precision n.
 A polynomial f 2 R[t],
5
 A starting solution x
0


















1. IF n  k + 1 THEN y  x
0























For an ecient implementation, it is important to work with the lowest precision possible at
each stage of the algorithm. In particular, one should reduce the precision of the Newton iterations
in each recursive call. The depth of the recursion necessary to reach a desired precision n is log(n),
so if all operations were done at precision n then the total time taken would be O(M(n) log(n))
where M(n) is the time for multiplication. By doing the top level iteration at full precision, the
rst recursive call at roughly half precision, the second recursive call at one quarter precision and
so on, the time taken is reduced to O(M(n)) total.
Furthermore, when calculating the improved root y = x f(x)=f
0
(x) in a Newton iteration, one
can reduce the precision of some of the calculations by roughly half. The lowest required precisions
are indicated next. We will write x+O(p
n
) to denote any y  x mod p
n
. For instance xy+O(p
n
)
can be understood to be the product xy computed with precision n.
When an element a 2 R is known to precision n then the product p
k
a is known to precision








). Conversely when a is known to precision
n and satises p
k
j a, where k  n, then p
 k
a is known to precision n  k. In practice the division
and multiplication by p
k
are fast operations e.g., right and left shifts when p = 2.






























3 Frobenius morphisms and the canonical lift
3.1 Frobenius morphisms on curves
Let E be a curve over the nite eld F
q
, where q = p
d
. As is well known, we can compute the
order of E by computing the trace c of the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism on this curve. The
number of points is then given by q+1 c. According to the Hasse-Weil bound, we have jcj  2
p
q.
The p-th power Frobenius  on F
q
can clearly be extended to map points (x; y) on E to points
((x); (y)) on the conjugate curve E

obtained by applying  to the coecients of E and in
fact this map is a (purely inseparable) isogeny, also called the little Frobenius. Furthermore, the





and so on. Repeating it d times




























Composing all these gives:
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 : : :
d 1
.
Of course the action of F is trivial over F
q
but it is non-trivial in extension elds.
In the same manner, if we have a curve E over Z
q
, the little Frobenius  on Z
q
can be extended
to a map between E and the conjugate curve E

. Repeating this operation d times, brings back to
the initial curve, thus yielding another cycle of isogenies.
3.2 Canonical lifting of curves
First, we will recall some basic facts about modular equations. The modular equation 
p
(X;Y ) is
a symmetric polynomial of degree p+1 in each variable, with integer coecients with the following










It satises the so-called Kronecker relation:

p
(X;Y )  (X
p
  Y )(X   Y
p
) mod p:




















































































































= 770845966336000000 and d
8
= 1855425871872000000000.
The following theorem, due to Lubin, Serre and Tate [LST64], allows one to lift a curve E over
F
q
to a curve E over Z
q
canonically, by lifting its j{invariant. The curve E is the unique lift of E
having the same endomorphism ring.
Theorem 3.1 (Lubin-Serre-Tate) Let E be a curve over F
q











(J;(J)) = 0 and J  j mod p;
and J is the j{invariant of the canonical lift E of E (dened up to isomorphism).
It is possible to implement this theorem directly by lifting J with its conjugate (J). This is
done by computing the Witt coecients x
n
for n > 0. When the x
i





 0 mod p yields a p{linear polynomial in the variable x
n
which can
easily be solved. Unfortunately, computing the polynomial itself requires computations of  and
this is slow in practice. Furthermore, (d) such steps are required.
A much faster method is developed in the next sections using the whole cycle of J
i
's. Indeed






) for 0  i < d produces an algebraic system over Z
q
without , which can be solved quickly by a O(log d) steps of a multi-variate Newton iteration.
























































Now the dual of a little Frobenius isogeny  is a (separable) isogeny ^ called the Verschiebung.
Following Satoh we will work with the dual since, being separable, it can be manipulated easily via








































































3.3 The main algorithm
The algorithm consists of two phases: lifting all the information we need to Z
q
with enough preci-
sion, and then recovering the trace with the help of these data.
Following Satoh we construct a cycle of j{invariants, using the Frobenius  in F
q
, and then lift
all of them simultaneously using a multivariate Newton iteration. In this manner we obtain all the
conjugate J 's in Z
q
without having to compute the Frobenius  in Z
q
at all. Once that is done,







are separable of degree p, so they are determined by their kernels which






will be done by lifting its kernel, which is a p{torsion
subgroup.
We can lift the kernel either by lifting a single point using a Newton iteration, when p = 2 and
p = 3, or by lifting a factor of the p{division polynomial with a more general Hensel lift, when
p  5.
Procedure MainAlgorithm
Input: An elliptic curve E dened over F
q




Output: The trace of the curve E.
1. Compute the cycle of d curves E
i
and their j{invariants j
i
;






3. Lift each curve by lifting its coecients;
4. Lift each curve's p{torsion subgroup.
5. Compute the trace from the lifted data.
3.3.1 Computing the trace
The aim here is to compute the trace of the Frobenius endomorphism F : E ! E. We assume
that we have computed (a good approximation of) the canonical lift E of E. Since canonical lifting
preserves the endomorphism ring, the trace of Frobenius is unchanged. Moreover the trace of an
endomorphism is the same as the trace of its dual. We have
TrF = TrF = Tr
^
F :
where F is the Frobenius on E and
^
F is its dual. As explained above, the Frobenius F can be
decomposed into the product of little Frobenius isogenies which cycle the curve E through its d


















The next step is to go to the formal groups of the curve E and its conjugates. Let us denote




. Expressing the action
of
^


























Thus, computing the rst coecient c
1
is enough to solve the problem. The key point is that,
since
^
F is the composition of morphisms, it is possible to compute c
1
as the product of the rst






































Note that this product of g
i







is certainly in Z
p
. In addition it gives the trace of F to within O(p
d
), since if higher precision was
desired it would be necessary to take the term q=c
1
into account.
The nal step is to compute each g
i









done with the help of Velu's formulae [Vel71]. Each g
i
can be expressed as a rational fraction in
terms of the data we lifted, and multiplying them together gives the trace with sucient precision.
9
3.3.2 Complexity
For the eld F
q
, one works with an algebraic extension of degree d to p{adic precision O(p
O(d)
)




log p) space. For each curve one needs to store a bounded
number of such elements, and there are d conjugate curves; thus the total memory space required
is O(d
3
log p). Remarkably the run-time is just O(d
3
log d log log d) with fast arithmetic (or O(d
5
)
with nave arithmetic), for xed p. The algorithm is also signicantly easier to implement than an
optimized SEA algorithm, and even with simple Karatsuba arithmetic, the run-time exponent is a




Satoh proved the following theorem for p  5, and we extend it to the cases p = 2 and p = 3.
Theorem 3.2 (Satoh) Let E be an elliptic curve over the nite eld with q = p
d
elements. As-
sume that j(E) 62 F
p
2
. Then there exists a deterministic algorithm for computing the order of E
which, for xed p, requires O(d
3
) memory and O(d
3+"
) bit-operations.
Note that the restriction j(E) 62 F
p
2
is not essential as the cases j(E) 2 F
p
2
can be handled by
counting points over a tiny subeld.
4 Algorithms for lifting
4.1 Lifting the cycle of elliptic curves
The theorem of Lubin, Serre and Tate ensures that the cycle of J
i







) = 0 for all 0  i < d (for notational convenience, the indices are understood
to be taken modulo d). The algorithm for computing this cycle from the cycle of j
i
is a Newton
iteration based on the following function acting on a vector of size d:
(x
0





















The Newton algorithm presented in section 2 can be adapted to this multivariate case rather easily.




























































































(X;Y ) denotes the partial derivative of 
p


















; : : : ; x
d 1
):
We describe here a detailed \ready to implement" algorithm which takes care of two important
issues: the choice of working precision at each stage, and the inversion of the Jacobian matrix.
If the computations are organized in a suitable way, the inversion can be done with a linear
(in d) number of arithmetic operations. The diagonal elements are all invertible so we can do
elimination without having to look for a \pivot". Furthermore the o-diagonal elements are all
divisible by p.
10
By doing row operations on the derivative matrix (and simultaneously on ) we move the







) towards the right. At the n-th step it is divisible by p
n
so that it
rapidly becomes zero to within working precision. Then the matrix has a simple form that can be
solved directly, from bottom to top.
Procedure LiftJInvariants













)  0 mod p for all
0  i < d.














)  0 mod p
n
for all 0  i < d.



























































)  0 mod p
dn=2e
for all
0  i < d.


















for all 0  i < d.
1. Allocate arrays D[0::d 2], P [0::d 1] and J[0::d 1] of elements of Z
q
;




































4. FOR i = 0 TO d  2 DO











































; : : : ;J
d 1
).
In the procedure UpdateJs, it is possible to reduce the memory usage signicantly. Indeed, the
D and the P arrays can be avoided altogether by computing their entries on the y, although some





should be computed on the y in loop 4. Loops 7 and 8 need to be merged




computed on the y. Some of them were already computed in loop 4 but
note that the m  0 test breaks out of that loop after roughly n iterations. In fact, by working
to half precision, as described at the end of section 2:5, roughly n=2 iterations are sucient. Since
n  d=2 at most, not much recomputation is necessary.
4.2 Characteristic p  5 (Satoh)
4.2.1 Lifting the curve's equation
When the characteristic p is at least 5 (p = 2 is treated in section 4.3 and p = 3 in appendix 7), we
consider that the elliptic curve E over F
q




+ ax+ b. In this






whose j{invariant we already know.
To do so, we lift one of the coecients arbitrarily and lift the other with a Newton iteration based
on the equation J =  1728(4A)
3




). Note that the hypotheses p  5
and J 62 F
p
2
ensure that the denominator in the iteration is non zero, thus the precision exactly
doubles at each iteration.
Procedure LiftAAndB
Inputs: The precision n, a j{invariant J 2 Z
q




Output: Coecients A and B in Z
q
of a curve E with j{invariant J , lifted to precision n.
1. Pick arbitrary A such that (A) = a;
2. B  LiftBGivenA(n; J;A; b);
3. RETURN A;B.
Procedure LiftBGivenA
Inputs: The precision n, a j{invariant J and coecients A 2 Z
q
and b 2 F
q
.
Output: A coecient B in Z
q
, lifted to precision n.







3. B  LiftBGivenA(n
0
; J; A; b);











4.2.2 Lifting the p{torsion
Lifting the p{torsion subgroup is the more delicate step in Satoh's algorithm. The idea is to lift a




by a type of quadratic Hensel lift (which resembles
a Newton iteration). Two problems arise:
 Lifting a factor is not as simple as lifting a root of a polynomial,
 The derivative of 	
p
(x) is zero modulo p, so it is necessary to be careful with precision. It is
especially important to check the initial required precision.
The algorithm for dealing with this factor lifting is given in Lemma 2.1 of Satoh's paper. It is
very technical and we shall not reproduce the proof here. We only reformulate the result with our
notation.
Theorem 4.1 (Satoh) Let 	(x) be a polynomial over a p{adic eld such that p k 	
0
(x). Let h(x)
be a monic polynomial known to precision n such that





 h(x) divides 	(x) to precision n+ 1.
Dene a new polynomial











Then h(x) has the following properties
 h(x)  h(x) modulo p
n
,
 h(x) divides 	(x) to precision 2n+ 1.
Note moreover that if n  1, then (h(x)) = (h(x)), and the process can be repeated.
To turn this theorem into an algorithm, it remains to initialize the iteration. For this, we need
a way to construct the rst approximation for the factor H(x) of 	
p
(x). Satoh proposes taking
the p-th root of the p{division polynomial of the curve E
i
, which is free since all the necessary
information is in the p{division polynomial of the curve E
i+1
.
The algorithm is as follows:
Procedure LiftH









Output: A monic factor H(x) of the p-th division polynomial of E
i





1. 	(x) the p-th division polynomial of E
i






2.  (x) the p-th division polynomial of E
i+1
; (Note  = h
p



















the coecient of x
pk
in  (x);
5. H(x) LiftHbis(n;	(x); h(x));
6. RETURN H(x).
Procedure LiftHbis
Inputs: The precision n, a polynomial 	(x) and an approximation h(x).
Output: A monic factor H(x) of 	(x) to precision n.























In this subsection, we propose lifting algorithms for the curve and the torsion subgroup in charac-
teristic two. In remark 3.9 of [Sat00], Satoh pinpointed the main obstacle to extending his method
to p = 2 and sketched a possible workaround using a probabilistic factoring algorithm. Here we
propose an ecient and completely deterministic solution.
In characteristic two any elliptic curve E, or its twist, has the form
y
2
+ xy = x
3
+ a:
provided j(E) 6= 0. Thus we can conne ourselves to this case.
4.3.1 Lifting the curve's equation
Our algorithm for lifting the equation of the curve is to lift its a coecient using a Newton iteration,
to obtain the coecient A in the equation y
2
+ xy = x
3




where  =  A 432A
2
is the discriminant of the curve, the polynomial whose root we will calculate
is f(x) = 1 + J(x+ 432x
2
).
In this case f
0
(x) = J(1 + 864x) and since (J) 6= 0, we could use procedure NewtonItera-
tions (see section 2.5 above) with k = 0. Thus we could go from precision n to 2n at each step,
but in fact we can do slightly better than the generic method and instead go to 2n+ 4. Let x be
an approximate root at precision n, with error term f(x) = O(2
n
). Let y = x  f(x)=f
0
(x) be the
improved root after one step. Then the new error term can be written explicitly as














k 432, therefore f(y) = O(2
2n+4
). It follows that an initial approximate




Inputs: An integer n and the j{invariant J of a curve E in Z
q
, with precision n.
Output: The coecient A of the lifted curve E in Z
q
with precision n.

















(A possible alternative algorithm would be to lift the conjugates of the coecient a directly
using a modular polynomial for a instead of the usual one for j).
4.3.2 Lifting the 2{torsion
Our algorithm for lifting the 2{torsion is also based on Newton iteration. In this case, the function
f(x) comes from the equation satised by the abscissae of the non-trivial 2{torsion points on the




+4A. A root X 2 Z
q
of this polynomial










A diculty arises in that there are two candidate roots in Z
q
and we must compute the one




. It will be sucient to initialise the
Newton iteration with the correct square root of  A modulo 8.
We next describe how to do this in a deterministic way. We thus solve the problem Satoh
encounters in his paper while avoiding the probabilistic polynomial factorization modulo 8 that he
suggests.
Some theory is needed to justify the choice of root but the result is simple and ecient. The
reader can skip the next part if desired.
Choosing the correct root. In section 5.3 below, we use Velu's formulae to construct a curve E
0
i
whose j{invariant must equal J
i+1
. Computing it explicitly, in terms of A and the as-yet-unknown















Since Z is a root of f , we have Z
2




















mod 4 and this is
non-zero modulo 2. Hence we have k = 1 and we need f(Z
0
)  0 mod 2
2k+1











) +A; (the value of Z
0









): (from lifting of A in section 4.3.1 above)
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) so the desired result certainly holds
modulo 2. Next, note that the Kronecker relation 
2
(X;Y )  (X
2
  Y )(X   Y
2
) actually holds







))  0 mod 16






in the semi-Witt decomposition of J
i+1






mod 16 and hence certainly modulo 8 as required
2
.
Lifting the root. To calculate the correct root Z, we use procedure NewtonIterations with
k = 1 and with initial root 1=J
i+1
mod 4.
Here, the precision increases at each step from n to 2n  1. Let x be the approximate value at
precision n, with error term f(x) = O(2
n+1
). Let y = x   f(x)=f
0
(x) be the improved root after





















We have 2 k f
0






Inputs: An integer n, the j{invariant J
i+1
to precision 2 and the coecient A to precision n+1.
Output: The Z of the lifted curve E with precision n.
1. IF n  2 THEN Z  1=J
i+1























5 Computing the trace







. Computing the trace just requires taking the product of all these expressions. In this section
we recall the formula given by Satoh for p  5 and derive a similar one for characteristic two. The
case p = 3 is given in the appendix.
5.1 Velu's formulae
Let E be an elliptic curve, and let F be a nite subgroup of E. Then E=F is isomorphic to an
elliptic curve. The formulae given by Velu [Vel71] give the explicit equation of an elliptic curve E
0
isomorphic to E=F , together with an explicit formula for the isogeny between E and E
0
. Moreover
the isogeny is such that when we write it in the formal group, its rst coecient is 1.
2
Note that this allows the rst two steps of lifting the J
i
's to be optimised away and replaced by d+ 2 squarings.
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and a subgroup of E
i
. We




corresponding to this kernel. The rst step is to compute the curve E
0
i
given by Velu's formulae.





are isomorphic so we can compute this isomorphism  explicitly
and its rst coecient in the formal group expansion.























is equal to the product of the rst coecient of
Velu's isogeny (which is 1) and that of the isomorphism . For the latter, it is easy to nd its
square in terms of the equations of the curves.
5.2 Characteristic p  5 (Satoh)
In the case of characteristic p  5, we refer to Satoh's original paper for the derivation of the
formulae. (For characteristic two, see 5.3 and for characteristic three, see 7.3 in the appendix).
The equation of E
i


























consists of the point at innity on E
i






















































Having the equation for E
0
i
, it is rather easy to compute the isomorphism with E
i+1
. We refer
to Silverman [Sil86] for the general form of an isomorphism between elliptic curves. In this case it






















Thus the algorithm for computing the square of the trace is now clear, and we decide between the
two square roots by checking the sign using the Hasse invariant h
E
dened to be the norm of the
coecient of x
p 1






Input: An elliptic curve E over F
p
d
, with j(E) 62 F
p
2




































4. N  1; D  1;
5. FOR i = 0 TO d  1 DO
A;B  LiftAAndB(n; J
i
; a; b);











































 Hasse invariant of E.
8. IF c 6 h
E
mod p THEN c  c;
9. Reduce c to an integer in 0 : : : p
n
. IF c > 2
p




Note that in step 6, the numerator and denominator are in Z
p
and c is too. The p{adic square
root can be found using a Newton iteration for the inverse square root, and then multiplying by c.
There are two possible roots, either of which will do, since step 8 corrects the sign if necessary.
5.3 Characteristic two
The equation of E
i
is of the form
y
2
































given by Velu's formulae [Vel71] has equation y
2





























allows us to compute the isomorphism and
then the coecient g
2
i
. After translations of the axes (which do not aect the rst coecient in
























































































































































=2 instead of X
i
and considering that we need one extra
bit of precision for a 2{adic square root, we get the following algorithm.
Procedure ComputeTraceChar2
Input: An elliptic curve E over F
2
d
, with j(E) 62 F
4
, given by its its equation y
2
+ xy = x
3
+ a.
Output: The trace of the curve.
1. j
0

















4. N  1; D  1;








N  N(1  504Z + 22A); (N has precision n+ 2)
D  D(1 + 240(Z + 12Z
2




7. IF c 6 1 mod 4 THEN c  c;
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8. Reduce c to an integer in 0 : : : 2
n+1
. IF c > 2
p




Note that in step 6, the numerator and denominator are in Z
2
and c is too. The 2{adic square
root can be found via a Newton iteration for the inverse square root. There are four possible square
roots modulo 2
n+2
but just two modulo 2
n+1
and step 7 corrects the sign if necessary.
It is possible to reduce the amount of memory required by combining the lift of the J
i
's with
the computations in loop 5. Indeed as soon as one of the J
i
's has been computed to full precision
n in procedure UpdateJs, it can be used to lift the corresponding A and Z and to update N and
D. Then J
i
is no longer needed. In this way, the cycle of J
i
's only needs to be stored to half









6.1 A small example
In this section we give some intermediate data which are computed when our algorithm for charac-









+ 1) dened by y
2
+ xy = x
3
+ a




+ t: This example is taken from [LM00] where it is used to compare dierent
algorithms for computing isogenies.
The rst steps are to lift the cycle of j{invariants and the curves to precision O(2
7
). We give






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































And we choose the one congruent to 1 modulo 4. Thus
c =  31:
6.2 New record
Here we present a record result obtained with the third author's implementation of the algorithm
described above (dubbed ECPC for Elliptic Curve Point Counting). We computed the number of
points on curves over several large binary elds, the largest being F
q
with q = 2
8009
. Some details
of the calculation are given below.
Processor CPU Time Memory Location
Alpha EV6, 750 MHz 313 h 16.9 GB Cornell Computer Systems Laboratory
Several multiplication algorithms are implemented in ECPC. For small precisions it uses the
nave method and Karatsuba's algorithm. For medium precisions it switches to a 3-way or 4-way
Toom-type algorithm with evaluation and interpolation at 5 or 7 rational points. Last but not
least, the high precision calculations are performed using Fast Fourier Transforms modulo Fermat
numbers in the style of Schonhage's algorithm. Thus it reaches in practice the best speed predicted
by the asymptotic analysis.
The usefulness of these advanced algorithms can be observed in the following times for multi-
plication over Z
q

















Let E be the curve y
2
+ xy = x
3
+ a where a is:
0x3F636F6420707520732774616857
This hexadecimal representation is obtained by reducing a modulo f and setting t. The value
was chosen to be the ASCII encoding of the phrase \What's up doc?". The result we obtained is


















We checked that this result is indeed a multiple of the orders of several randomly chosen points
on each curve. A rigorous check of the number of points would require q + 1  c to be factored
completely, but this does not seem to be feasible.
For reference, the run-times for ECPC on some smaller eld sizes are as follows.
Degree Time Clock speed Degree Time Clock speed
120 0.8 s 750 MHz 1000 22 m 750 MHz
160 2.5 s 750 MHz 2000 3 h 750 MHz
200 4.6 s 750 MHz 4000 29 h 750 MHz
240 7.1 s 750 MHz 7001 265 h 667 MHz
Remarks
A demo version of ECPC can be found at URL: http://www.xent.com/~harley/
We note that very recently Berit Skjernaa has independently extended Satoh's algorithm to
characteristic two using a dierent method.
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7 Appendix: Characteristic three
Curves in characteristic three, like curves in characteristic two, have a particular form which induces
some particularities in Satoh's algorithm. Here we give the required formulae and briey describe
the method for lifting the coecients of the curve and the 3{torsion subgroup. Finally we derive
the equation for the trace using Velu's formulae.
7.1 Lifting the curve's equation






































Therefore, to lift the coecients of the curve, one uses almost the same algorithms as for
characteristic p  5. That is, one rst lifts the coecient A
2
arbitrarily and then one lifts A
6

















7.2 Lifting the 3{torsion























). We lift the 3{torsion subgroup using a Newton iteration based on the function
	
3




























































)  0 modulo 3 but not modulo 9 (note A
2
6= 0 and A
6
6= 0).
7.3 Isogenies and traces in characteristic three
For the computation of the trace the method is the same as for characteristic two, except that we
have to take into account the form of the curve equations and also adapt Velu's formulae.
The curve E
i
















for the abscissa of the lifted 3{torsion point. Then Velu's formulae give the following






















































by translation of the axes to obtain
E
i+1
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